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Digital marketing for global brands
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Manufacturing
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[image: ] Manufacturers in niche sectors often have low awareness and search volumes around their products.


They also must deal with the challenges of localising technical content accurately, and creating engaging and compelling content that informs, educates and persuades different audiences in different countries. There is huge opportunity for growth across international markets but a carefully crafted international digital strategy and seamless execution are essential to achieve it. [image: ]



Barbara Bazzoli


Online Marketing Specialist - Manufacturing - Webcertain
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Flexible and innovative approaches to meet demanding goals


Webcertain has been a valued partner of Portakabin for over 20 years, providing the expertise required to help us grow our business in multiple European markets. With a wide-portfolio of websites and products, as well numerous internal stakeholders, we require flexible and innovative approaches to enable us to meet the demanding goals of each business unit. Webcertain understands our needs and our brand, and this enables the team to deliver cost-effective, adaptable solutions across SEO, PPC and website development which have played a vital role in our international growth and success.





Evelyn Hodgson


Head of Brand – Portakabin
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Supportive team with clear solutions


It has been a great pleasure working with Webcertain! The team is very transparent, proactive, professional and friendly. They understand our needs and always propose customised and clear solutions. A full service company I'd recommend to anyone who is looking for a high level of support.





Nathalie Simon


NSK
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Adapted for each market for maximum impact


We work with Webcertain to increase our brand awareness across key European markets and help us drive brand growth. Together, we have created campaigns utilising multiple channels and adapted for each target market to ensure maximum impact and relevancy to our audience. Webcertain has a great support team, who are easy to reach and very helpful in providing information. They understand our needs and provide a flexible approach that enables us to meet our goals.





Hazel Goesaert


European Associate Marketing Manager - Business Machines – Fellowes
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Translation is the best we've ever seen


We are extremely happy with the translation service provided by Webcertain. Customer service is second to none, and turnaround times for both quotes and deliverables are excellent. The quality of both the translation and the reconstruction of the artwork is superb – even earning high praise from our in-country distributors as the best they’ve ever seen. I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend their services for any translation project.





Esther Murray


Marketing Communications Manager – Vickers Oils







 





















Tourism and hospitality
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[image: ] Travel brands are selling an experience and need to do so at every stage of the customer journey.


From initial brand awareness to final purchase, its essential to engage, inspire and delight potential customers through innovative content, design and messaging and provide a seamless user experience, whatever the channel or device. And of course, this experience must be localised for every country you’re targeting to have any chance of success. [image: ]



Iveta Abolina


Online Marketing Specialist - Travel - Webcertain
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Hunt down international link opportunities


Webcertain has been a pleasure to work with. They do an amazing job of hunting down difficult international link opportunities and are great communicators throughout the process of discovery and placement.





Dan Patterson


Director of Internet Marketing – CityPASS
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Fast responses, quality deliverables


Webcertain has been a trusted partner of airBaltic for over nine years, providing quick responses, fast turnaround times and high-quality deliverables.





Agnese Jakovica


Head of Digital Marketing - airBaltic
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NH Hotel Group is a Spanish hotel chain, with 350 properties in 28 countries, primarily across Europe and Latin America. The brand is committed to providing memorable experiences in a sustainable and ethical manner.
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TripAdvisor, Inc. is a leading American travel and restaurant website company, well-known for its reviews and travel-related content. It operates globally and in multiple languages.







 





















Technology
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[image: ]There is no such thing as a simple buying cycle in B2B technology.


Brands in this space need to engage a wide range of stakeholders, with varying degrees of experience, present complex information in an accessible and inspiring way and set themselves apart from the competition. Additional challenges around terminology localisation, cultural relevance and achieving scale also need to be addressed in order to succeed internationally. [image: ]



Zanna Spink


Online Marketing Specialist - Software and Technology - Webcertain
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Value-added collaboration


We were very happy with the international SEO consultancy provided by Webcertain. The team listened well and were able to quickly grasp the issue we faced. The research and advice we received both helped to validate our thinking and provide us with further options, and they kept diligently to the project scope throughout. We would happily work with Webcertain again on future projects.





Brian O’Flynn


Global Director of Marketing - Iron Mountain
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Technical and strategic expertise


Webcertain’s understanding of language nuance and local culture ensures our messaging is relevant and compelling in each market we target, while staying true to our brand and highlighting our USPs. We rely on their technical and strategic expertise to develop both organic and paid search campaigns which will resonate with our audience and drive results across Europe. The team understands our goals and is proactive in making recommendations for improvements and suggesting opportunities. We are very happy with the results and would recommend Webcertain as an ideal partner for any brand with a global reach.





Surpreet Bahl


Digital Marketing Manager - Esko
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Akamai is a global leader in content delivery networks and cloud services, responsible for between 15% and 30% of all web traffic served globally. The company has servers in over 130 countries, giving it a truly global footprint.
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TeleForwarding is a global business phone number specialist, creating a true one-stop shop solution for global telecom services.







 





















Student recruitment
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[image: ]Education institutions need to grasp the huge opportunity that exists to tell their story and engage with their future learners in a relevant and compelling way.


Utilising a range of digital platforms and channels, they can go beyond the course to give a glimpse of the whole experience they can offer and appeal to students and parents alike. And with international students more vital than ever for growth, those organisation that consider local language, culture and platforms set themselves apart from the competition. [image: ]



Guillaume Georges-Skelly


Online Marketing Specialist - Student Recruitment - Webcertain
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For international support, look no further than Webcertain


There are many challenges when running international campaigns and Webcertain has provided invaluable support to us when targeting countries as diverse as China, Japan and Russia, where both cultural and linguistic knowledge are paramount for success. This knowledge, combined with skills and expertise across all digital channels, enabled us to build tailored and targeted campaigns to inform and attract students from around the globe. If you’re looking for SEO, SEM or translation support in multiple languages and countries, look no further than Webcertain.





Tim Jordan


VP Marketing Berlitz and ELS
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Creative and proactive approach delivers results


We have ambitious growth plans across multiple markets and Webcertain plays an instrumental role in helping us achieve our goals. Their creative and proactive approach has already delivered results; helping us increase both brand awareness and sales, and introduced us to opportunities for further expansion. The team is responsive, friendly and knowledgeable and we look forward to seeing more success with future projects.





Silvia Wekking


Online Marketing Co-ordinator – Kumon
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Unique global expertise


Webcertain offers unique global expertise that universities can access to reach students across the world, in their language, using their search terms. Cost effective, quality lead generation and branding, available as a turnkey solution.





John Nicholson


International Marketing Consultant
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Wall Street English offers English language education for adults and is one of the largest providers in the world, with almost 200,000 students enrolled at any one time. Over 3 million people have studied at one of the 400 learning centres, located in 28 countries across the globe.







 






























How we can help you
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International SEO








International SEO


	Mobile & voice search
	Geo-targeting implementation
	Technical audits
	Strategy for Google, Baidu, Yandex, Naver, Bing..
	SEO reporting


Learn more

x
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International PPC








International PPC


	Campaign set-up
	Campaign management
	PPC audits
	International PPC consultancy
	PPC reporting


Learn more

x
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Global Social Media








Global Social Media


	Social e-listening
	Post creation
	Audits
	Consultancy
	Reporting


Learn more

x
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Translation








Translation


	Specialised industry-specific translators
	Translation workflow and engineering
	On- and offline translation
	Quality review and proof-reading


Learn more

x
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Content








Content


	Research
	Editorial Calendar
	Content creation
	Video creation
	Outreach


Learn more

x
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Global website maintenance and management








Global website maintenance and management


	Landing page design and build
	Graphic design
	Hosting and website maintenance
	Content management
	Proactive page reviews




x
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Training








Training


	Official Yandex training provider
	Bespoke corporate training in international digital marketing topics
	Online training courses


Learn more

x










  




Webcertain Group,

Northminster Business Park

York YO26 6QW





tel: +44 330 330 9000


info@webcertain.com
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